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Keymacro allows the user to specify which keys on the
keyboard will start and stop the simulation.  The parameters
defined in the Keymacro are used by the script.  The
following keymacros are included in this package: + e:
Simulation stops when the user presses the Ctrl-e key on the
keyboard. + e: Simulation stops when the user presses the Ctrl-
e key on the keyboard. + F9: Stops the simulation when the
user presses the F9 key. + f9: Stops the simulation when the
user presses the F9 key. + F10: Stops the simulation when the
user presses the F10 key. + f10: Stops the simulation when the
user presses the F10 key. + F11: Stops the simulation when
the user presses the F11 key. + f11: Stops the simulation when
the user presses the F11 key. + F12:
Stops the simulation when the user presses the F12 key. + f12:
Stops the simulation when the user presses the F12 key. +
F13: Stops the simulation when the user presses the F13 key.
+ f13: Stops the simulation when the user presses the F13 key.
+ F14: Stops the simulation when the user presses
the F14 key. + f14: Stops the simulation when the user presses
the F14 key. + F15: Stops the simulation when the user
presses the F15 key. + f15: Stops the simulation when the user
presses the F15 key. + F16: Stops the simulation when the
user presses the F16 key. + f16: Stops the simulation when the
user presses the F16 key. + F17: Stops the simulation when
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the user presses the F17 key. + f17: Stops 77a5ca646e
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The Light tool allows you to manually adjust the soft focus
strength of the image in your current layer. The Curves tool
allows you to adjust the overall curve shape of the image in
your current layer. The Levels tool allows you to adjust the
exposure and contrast of the image in your current layer.
Light tool Exposure and Contrast Curves tool Soft Focus
Installation The script is written in an efficient way and can be
used from a VCS repository. Soft Focus is written as a custom
script and so it needs to be installed on GIMP. An installation
script is included in the package of the script. The script is
ready for use but you need to install it before you can use it.
Run the script to install it in the appropriate folder: Command
Line: # gimp-2.6 cd ~/.gimp-2.6/scripts Command Line: #
gimp-2.7 cd ~/.gimp-2.7/scripts Command Line: # gimp-2.8
cd ~/.gimp-2.8/scripts Command Line: # gimp-2.10 cd
~/.gimp-2.10/scripts Soft Focus files: softfocus.xml
softfocus_script.py GIMP files: GIMP_2.10.0/scripts/
GIMP_2.10.0/docs/ Script code: #!/usr/bin/env python # #
SoftFocus.py - Gimp script to apply camera lens soft focus #
# Description: # This script simulates a camera lens soft focus
effect. # # Notes: # This script is designed to make a nice
effect with # high contrast images. # This script is composed
of a few simple steps. # # In the first step of this script, you'll
be asked # for a default image file. # # In the second step of
this script, you'll be asked # for
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Soft Focus is a GIMP script that simulates a camera lens soft
focus effect. Soft Focus is a camera lens flaw in which the
lens forms an image that is blurred due to spherical
abberation. “Soft Focus” is the name of the effect, it applies
the same effect to every object in your image, not just the
focus point. There are 2 parameters: Number of Focal Points:
This specifies how many areas are soft-focused Focal Point
Distance: This sets the distance at which a soft-focus area
forms, i.e. the area in between the two points, there is no
actual gradient to it. Setup: The setup of the “Soft Focus”
script is done via a Setup Window. To open the Setup
Window: In your GIMP 2.6, go to Window > Scripts > Setup
> Soft Focus. A setup window will pop up and you can
modify all the parameters of the script. Setup Window for
“Soft Focus”: Parameters: Number of Focal Points: You can
select a number of focal points you would like to add in your
image. The larger the number of focal points, the softer the
effect. Focal Point Distance: Here you can specify the
distance at which a focal point is focused. At a smaller
distance, a stronger blur effect is generated. For example, if
you set the focal point distance to be 10, the image will
become softer the closer it is to the focal point. The below
examples are for 1 focal point and 1 focal point. As you can
see, when you increase the focal point distance from 10 to 1,
the effect is much softer. Soft Focus Effect Settings: The
following example is the same setting as in the previous
example, except for the number of focal points and focal
point distance. Example 3: A more complex soft-focus with 3
focal points. Number of Focal Points: You can select a
number of focal points you would like to add in your image.
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The larger the number of focal points, the softer the effect.
Focal Point Distance: Here you can specify the distance at
which a focal point is focused. At a smaller distance, a
stronger blur effect is generated. For example, if you set the
focal point distance to be 10, the image will become softer the
closer it is to the focal point. Soft Focus Animation: When
you create an animation of your soft-focus, the focal point
distance will change in a linear fashion. This means that you
can increase or decrease the focal point distance by pressing
“F” in the keyboard. Soft Focus Animation: There are 3 types
of Soft Focus Animations. Off: This setting will not generate
any soft-focus effect
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System Requirements For Soft Focus:

Windows 7/8/10 (32bit/64bit) GTX 660 A CPU Core
i7-3610M (2.80GHz) or better RAM 8GB HDD 100GB
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 NVIDIA Geforce GTX
660 Recommended: A CPU Core i7-3770 (3.50GHz) or
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